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2014 - 2023



COMPANY Retail marketplace brand with locations 
in NYC and LA that brings together artists, makers 
and collectors into a single shopping experience 
 
WORK Designed and built website; led discovery, 
persona and branding brainstorms; collaborated on 
marketing efforts and photo shoots



COMPANY Global investment and technology firm 
 
WORK Designed and prototyped flow for a ticketing 
service tool that captures employees’ daily tasks 
and allows managers to review progress through a 
dashboard interface



COMPANY Advertising and predictive intelligence 
platform for the travel industry and beyond 
 
WORK Drafted wireframes for airfare cross-sell on 
travel websites; developed hiring criteria, vetted 
and interviewed candidates for new Director of UX 
position



COMPANY Interactive design, development and 
branding firm  

WORK Redesigned triple play package pages for 
Cox Communications website 



COMPANY Start-up company focused on increasing 
meeting productivity, business communications, 
and team collaboration  

WORK Concepted and designed online utility tool 
to help organizations and companies set, track and 
meet project goals



COMPANY Start-up business and database that 
conducted background checks for independent 
contractors and professionals 

WORK Concepted and designed the sign-up/appli-
cation flow for new users 



COMPANY Interactive design lab for media and 
product technology  

WORK Concepted and designed ideas for new Visa 
Moments product pitch  



COMPANY Insurance technology start-up working 
to revolutionize the way independent insurance 
agents interact with small businesses and carriers   

WORK Concepted, designed and branded new B2B 
tool to streamline how agents apply for, quote and 
bind commercial insurance policies  



COMPANY Web and app-based lease-to-own  
platform that swiftly underwrites, approves and  
enables payment for medium-sized purchases  

WORK Completed customer experience audit to 
identify areas for improvement, capture industry 
best practices and outline recommendations



COMPANY Mobile meal delivery app based on  
celebrated chef recipes and popular cuisines 

WORK Concepted and designed workflow and UX 
for vehicle drivers and chef tasks


